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In the paper industries’ fast changing world, paper manufacturers are constantly 
faced with the challenge of making their production processes more efficient and 
cost-saving. Many production lines are rebuilt to expand their capacity, minimize 
manual work and, last but not least, enhance the safety. When a new paper machine 
is installed, it is to be equipped with one rather than two slitter winders, and a higher 
degree of automation is needed.  
 
DualUnwind, the high-speed reel change system developed by Valmet, is one of the 
solutions leading to higher winder capacity and productivity. The world’s fastest reel 
change system minimises change-over times from previously 5-8 to less than two 
minutes, which results in an about 20 % higher winder capacity. DualUnwind can be 
used for any paper grade. Besides offering considerable capacity gains and greater 
safety, it reduces manual work and produces a fully automated splice that does not 
interfere with subsequent process steps and is suitable for printing machines. 
 
When installing a new machine, manufacturers usually try to avoid a second winder. 
This aim can be achieved with DualUnwind. To increase the winder capacity of an 
existing machine, the system can be installed in the present winder as a cost-
effective alternative to adding a second one. 
 
DualUnwind is a self-contained, innovative solution that is compatible with nearly any 
type of slitter winder and also suitable for retrofitting, regardless of the winder 
manufacturer. It has already become state of the art in newly designed high-
performance machines. The resulting cost savings are quite impressive: in new 
installations, manufacturers can save the cost of a complete slitter winder including 
building and foundations. 
 
The fast reel change system DualUnwind has already been installed in several new 
and retrofitted plants and is considered a well-proven solution today.  
 
DualUnwind has been part of the Lineconcept of Propapier´s PM2 in 
Eisenhüttenstadt, Germany, right from beginning. Experiences of this project will be 
presented in the paper. 
 
Capacity expansion will continue to be an important issue also in future. Machines 
are becoming faster and faster – not without jeopardizing product quality and safety 
and increasing the risk of web breaks. DualUnwind is a safe way of expanding the 
production capacity – innovations like this will help Valmet and its customers to go 
forward.   
 
 


